. We used GCaMP6 labeling with widefield 1-photon and 2-photon microscopy to investigate astrocyte Ca 2+ activity in primary visual cortex ( , where synaptic activity alone was sufficient to elicit retinotopic astrocyte responses. This may reflect differences between astrocyte function in lightly anesthetized and awake behaving animals. Alternatively, it may reflect the differing organization of the visual cortex between the two species: due to the columnar organization of the cortex in ferret, the majority of neurons within an astrocyte's territory will fire synchronously when presented with a grating in a particular orientation. In contrast, orientation preference is arranged in a salt-and-pepper fashion in mouse cortex, meaning effective responses will only occur in a fraction of the neighboring neurons. Furthermore, firing rates evoked by a grating stimulus are nearly three times higher in ferret than in mouse visual cortex 11 . Hence, .
Astrocytes are one of the major cell types in the central nervous system (CNS), interacting with neurons, other glia and blood vessels 1 . This allows them to modulate neural activity and behavior 2 , promote myelination 3 and control blood flow 4 , often in a co-ordinated fashion. Astrocyte activation is commonly associated with a transient rise in intracellular Ca 2+ , which has been linked correlatively to functional outputs 5, 6 . However, it is becoming increasingly obvious that astrocyte Ca 2+ signals do not reflect a single mechanism of activation, but rather are involved across a wide range of molecular signaling events underlying the physiological actions of astrocytes 5 . An important, unresolved question is the degree to which those signaling events interact in astrocytes in vivo.
Recent studies suggest a path to study interactions across Ca 2+ signaling pathways in astrocytes.
In mice, astrocytes show Ca 2+ transients in response to motor activity 7, 8 that are believed to involve the entire cortical astrocyte network 7 and may be mediated by neuromodulators 7, 9 . Local sensory responses have been described in anesthetized ferrets 6 , but in mice responses are thought to be weak and unreliable 7, 10, 11 . We used GCaMP6 labeling with widefield 1-photon and 2-photon microscopy to investigate astrocyte Ca spreading through a gap junction-coupled network 13 .
Next, we examined the possible interplay between visual responses and behavioral state. As Together, these data suggest that co-incident detection of sensory inputs and behavioral state occurs at the level of individual astrocytes, and is not due to the combination of locomotion and visual stimuli leading to more firing of LC neurons, that release noradrenaline in the visual cortex 17 . In our model, noradrenaline acts to directly gate the visual response in astrocytes, which is entirely consistent with reports of enforced locomotion enhancing astrocyte response to a simple visual stimulus (uniform light flash) 7 . It also reconciles earlier reports where responses to visual stimuli were not detected or weak, but which did not take into account the influence of behavior 10 .
Our results stand in contrast to those observed in the ferret 6 , where synaptic activity alone was sufficient to elicit retinotopic astrocyte responses. This may reflect differences between astrocyte function in lightly anesthetized and awake behaving animals. Alternatively, it may reflect the differing organization of the visual cortex between the two species: due to the columnar organization of the cortex in ferret, the majority of neurons within an astrocyte's territory will fire synchronously when presented with a grating in a particular orientation. In contrast, orientation preference is arranged in a salt-and-pepper fashion in mouse cortex, meaning effective responses will only occur in a fraction of the neighboring neurons. Furthermore, firing rates evoked by a grating stimulus are nearly three times higher in ferret than in mouse visual cortexastrocytes in mouse cortex receive comparatively sparse input, which might require cells to be 'primed' prior to synaptic activity. Visual resp., N=1713 Pre-stim., N=533 Locom. resp., N=722 Pre-locom., N=797 Cumulative probability N=438 N=210 N=102 N=105 
